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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 Carbon emissions are directly and unequivocally linked to anthropogenic climate 

change. Reducing carbon emissions will mitigate the effects of anthropogenic climate 

change, which include immediate and sustained harm to public health, environmental 

integrity, national security, and economic growth in the United States.  The most 

economically efficient way to reduce carbon emissions is to implement a cap-and-trade 

carbon market scheme on the US national level.  Relevant topics include the possible 

distinction between the Social Cost of Carbon and the socially optimal level of emissions, 

technocratic and defense strategic concerns relating to climate change and mitigation, and 

the technological challenges to carbon emissions reductions involving electric grid 

reliability and power generation.  Although a carbon tax is perhaps appealing as a tool 

which in theory can quickly slash emissions, problems could arise due to regulatory 

gridlock, market leakage, and inconsistent revenue allocation.  Thus, a market-based cap-

and-trade scheme is instead proposed.  

To determine whether the stated emissions reductions target of the Clean Power 

Plan may be achieved using market instruments alone, a trended forecast analysis was 

performed wherein several existing cap-and-trade schemes and carbon markets and 

relevant factors were analyzed and the European Union Emissions Trading Scheme (EU 

ETS) was determined to be the best fit model for a national US carbon market.  Although 

the EU ETS model may decrease emissions compared to the US “business as usual” course 

of action, it alone cannot achieve the target emissions reductions prescribed in the Clean 

Power Plan.  However, it is possible that the achievable level of emissions reductions based 

on the EU ETS model is closer to a more appropriate socially optimal level of emissions.  
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Because the model and methodology are necessarily imperfect, a national US carbon 

market based on the EU ETS market scheme will need to incorporate lessons and best 

practices learned from the other analyzed models as well.  Finally, although the EU ETS 

model may be successful for the national US carbon market scheme, alternative strategies 

such as resurrecting and improving the Clean Power Plan, linking existing regional carbon 

markets, involving RTOs/ISOs in carbon market formulation, and removing unfair tax 

advantages from traditional oil and gas producers may also be helpful in ultimately 

reducing carbon emissions in the US with market tools and without the need for 

superfluous regulation.   
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INTRODUCTION 

In the past century, carbon emissions from human activities have climbed 

drastically due to technological and economic progress.  That is undisputable fact.  

Anthropogenic carbon emissions have also led to global climate change by altering the 

gaseous mix in the atmosphere, magnifying the greenhouse effect.  That is a finding agreed 

upon by the majority of scientists.  As there is little point to continue to debate the merits 

of these facts, attention is better turned to determining how best to mitigate the effects of 

anthropogenic carbon emissions and associated climate change.  This is an issue both 

complex and without precedent, mired in political extremism from both sides.  Because 

climate change will not wait patiently as debate rages on, this paper attempts to propose a 

“middle ground” approach to carbon emissions reductions.  Specifically, this paper argues 

that anthropogenic carbon emissions in the United States (US) will be best addressed by 

implementing a cap-and-trade market scheme, minimizing costs by allowing market 

dynamics to dictate the flow of capped carbon emissions allowances without undue federal 

overreach and regulation. This paper examines existing cap-and-trade schemes, in both the 

US and in the European Union (EU), and proposes a US national carbon market modeled 

on one of these schemes determined to be the best-fit based on a trended forecast analysis. 

Because of the limited scope of this paper and of the limited data available, this paper 

focuses only on the power generation sector, recognizing that data from the transportation 

and other sectors may substantively alter the results and conclusions made here.   
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SOCIAL COST OF CARBON 

The need for effective and timely carbon emissions reductions arises from the 

impacts of the “Social Cost of Carbon.”  The Social Cost of Carbon accounts for the 

“estimated damages associated with a small increase in carbon dioxide emissions, 

conventionally one metric ton, in a given year.”1 It follows, then, that the dollar value 

assigned to the Social Cost of Carbon represents the opportunity cost avoided for each unit 

of emissions reduced.  According to the most recent US official accounting, the Social Cost 

of Carbon is $37/ton CO2 equivalent, predicated on an arbitrated 3% discount rate. 2  

Because the Social Cost of Carbon arises from production and consumer emissions, it is an 

externality to the market of supply and demand, as costs associated with a global persistent 

pollutant are neither spatially nor temporally borne by their creators.  Thus, the existence 

of costs above socially efficient levels can be considered market failure.  Certain Social 

Costs of Carbon have already manifested in disastrous ways.  Record temperatures, 

disruptions to the hydrologic cycle, and a rise in severe weather events are all correlated 

with anthropogenic climate change. Undeniably, “climate change” is affecting human lives 

in ways which force adaptation and mitigation strategies, and these strategies are 

disproportionately more difficult to implement in areas with fewer resources; as a result, 

the effects of climate change disproportionately affect those same areas more.  Regardless 

of exactly how much of this climate change can be attributed to anthropogenic activities, 

reducing man’s effect on exacerbating climate change will translate into tangible benefits. 

                                                      
1 Whibey, John, Understanding the Social Cost of Carbon – and Connecting It To Our Lives (Yale 

Climate Connections, February 12, 2015).  
2 Fact Sheet: Social Cost of Carbon (US Environmental Protection Agency, December 2016). 
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The lower costs of developing and implementing abatement strategies can be further 

maximized by reducing costs of regulation and compliance.   

 

THE SOCIAL COST OF CARBON IN THE UNITED STATES 

The Social Cost of Carbon and the climate effects it quantifies has been shown to 

disproportionately burden less prosperous populations.3  As a developed nation with high 

average income, the US will not bear the Social Costs of Carbon to the extent borne by less 

developed nations, and the US remains better capable of mitigating and adapting to climate 

change effects.  Although it accounts for the cost of emissions on the global scale, the 

Social Cost of Carbon as realized in the US will likely pertain more to the opportunity costs 

in choosing between developing new technologies for renewable energy generation or 

maintaining traditional generation mixes at scale.  The consequences of choosing may be 

manifested in the following areas:  

 

LOSS OF TECHNOCRATIC HEGEMONY 

The US was not considered a major world power until the close of the Civil War in 

1865, and was not elevated to superpower until the end of World War II.  The driver for 

American hegemony is primarily industrial innovation, as rail and transportation 

infrastructure facilitated trade and movement of goods, creating jobs and growing the 

economy.  Of course, much of that initial industrial push relied on fossil fuel energy 

provided by the abundant coal supply in the US.  As market forces begin to retire coal and 

                                                      
3 Dennig, Francis, et al., Inequality, climate impacts on future poor, and carbon prices, 12 

Proceedings of the US National Academy of Sciences 15827-15832 (November 4, 2015). 
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introduce newer, cleaner forms of energy generation, the US must remain at the forefront 

of developing energy technology to remain the most powerful nation in the world. The US 

can achieve a Pareto efficient outcome, where benefits gained are not at a cost to any other 

nation, by developing low emissions energy generation technologies.  The development of 

these technologies will not only diminish the Social Cost of Carbon for American citizens 

alone, but will also lead to a net decrease of Social Cost of Carbon for the global community.  

The commercialization and marketing of these technologies will eventually lead to other 

nations adopting US low emissions generation capabilities and purchasing US low 

emissions generation hardware, which will result in a trade export benefit for the US and 

in collaboratively lowered emissions across the globe.   

Continued reliance on finite, fungible fossil energy sources such as oil and coal are 

counterproductive to hedging market volatility and to technological advancement in energy 

production.   The Social Cost of Carbon for the US in not developing new energy 

technologies will be manifested in the loss of technocratic hegemony.   

 

PREMATURE DEPLETION OF DEFENSIVE STRATEGIC RESOURCES 

There are many national security and defense related concerns linked to the social 

cost of carbon.  Recently, US Secretary of Defense James Mattis stated on the record that 

“[C]limate change is impacting stability in areas of the world where our troops are 

operating today, . . . [I]t is appropriate for the Combatant Commands to incorporate drivers 

of instability that impact the security environment in their areas into their 
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planning,” 4 reaffirming the Pentagon’s decade-old position on integrating combating 

climate change into broader national security objectives.  As climate change is directly tied 

to the Social Cost of Carbon, it becomes evident that the Social Cost of Carbon includes a 

human-conflict element which may translate into direct security concerns.  Additionally, 

because traditional fossil fuels are non-intermittent, they will continue to play an important 

role in military applications, specifically where refueling and transportation of energy will 

be logistically difficult.  Such applications include jet fuel and ship fuel.  The President of 

the United States is empowered by law to “place an order with any person for such ships 

or war material as the necessities of the Government,”5 and “[C]ompliance with all such 

orders shall be obligatory on any person to whom such order is given, and such order shall 

take precedence over all other orders and contracts therefore placed with such person.”6  In 

times of war or other such national emergency, the President may commandeer private 

industries for the procurement and manufacture of war necessities, and these materiel 

clearly pertain to the energy sources needed to power aircraft and watercraft.  Because such 

commandeering is not “fair market competition” due to precedence, any oil thusly 

commandeered is essentially removed from the world markets.  In practice, should the 

situation arise, it will be likely that any oil thus necessitated will either be drilled or refined 

in the US itself.  As the world oil supply diminishes due to increased demand and finite 

supply, the US will be better suited to meet its own energy demand by complementing its 

purchase of foreign oil with the development of sustainable energy infrastructure.  By 

keeping American oil out of the fungible oil market in a potential future conflict, for each 

                                                      
4 Confirmation hearing for US Secretary of Defense James Mattis before the Senate Armed 

Services Committee, 115th Cong 1d Sess (2017). 
5 50 USC § 82 (b) (Procurement of ships and material during war). 
6 Id. 
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unit of domestic demand met there is one less quantity of supply to serve foreign demand, 

resulting in a strategic double dividend.  Therefore, it will become vitally important that 

the US has a sufficient proved reserve of oil to serve wartime needs, and should the US 

elect to explore its own oil resources for non-strategic uses ahead of developing sustainable 

energy technologies, the opportunity cost of that oil may increase to include the 

diminishing of strategic logistical advantage, directly contributing to the loss of national 

security. 

Clearly, minimizing the Social Cost of Carbon through the development of low 

emissions and sustainable energy technologies will translate into multifold benefits for the 

American people, but a complete elimination of emissions is impossible and a discussion 

thereof is not conducive to achieving real emissions reductions, because emitting activities 

provide tangible benefits to society and human life.   

 

CHALLENGES OF EMISSIONS REDUCTIONS 

Anthropogenic carbon emissions can cause negative climactic changes because the 

emitted volume overwhelms the Earth’s carbon sinks and ability to balance its carbon 

budget through time and space.  To eliminate the Social Cost of Carbon completely, to 

reduce the “monetary damages of anthropogenic carbon emissions”7 to $0, would mean 

that anthropogenic carbon emissions must also approach zero or even lower, which is a 

minimization unlikely to occur due to the technological challenges in emissions reductions 

                                                      
7 Pearce, David, The Social Cost of Carbon and Its Policy Implications (Oxford University 

Environmental Policy Seminar, October 14, 2002). 
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and to certain undeniable benefits provided by emitting activities and industries, as 

described below.   

 

EFFICIENCY AND RELIABILITY CONCERNS WITH INTERMITTENT SOURCES 

Advanced energy generation technologies have allowed low emitting sources such 

as wind, solar, and to an extent natural gas to replace many higher emitting generation 

sources such as coal and oil.  However, the lowest emitting of these sources suffer from 

the inherent intermittent and unpredictable nature of wind and sunlight, which makes the 

wholesale replacement of high emissions energy generation unlikely in the near term 

without effective and economical energy storage and bridging use of natural gas.   

In addition to the intermittency of low emissions energy generation, there are 

further difficulties in bringing the energy generated to the transmission grid and ultimately 

to the end-user in an efficient and reliable manner.  Grid operators, such as those 

monitoring the three major transmission regions in the US, must ensure that sufficient 

reserve capacity exists to quickly match demand in the event generators goes offline.  Grid 

operators maintain “spinning reserves,” which are synchronous (on-line) reserve 

generation capacity ready to meet load in the event of an emergency.8  With traditional 

generation mix sources, generators may go offline when they experience technical 

difficulties or severe weather events, and backup ancillary protocols are automatically 

dispatched, signaling spinning reserves to rapidly increase output in order to rebalance load, 

within ten minutes as required.  With intermittent sources, however, generation may go 

offline when there are changes in weather conditions in a much more unpredictable manner, 

                                                      
8 Spinning Reserve and Non-Spinning Reserve (California ISO, January 31, 2006). 
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such that the grid operators must maintain a higher level of spinning reserves at the ready 

to meet real-time demand.  Due to the constantly on-line nature of spinning reserves, this 

capacity must be provided by non-intermittent sources, which dictate the maintenance of 

fossil fuel or, in some cases, hydropower generators.  Although a complete abandonment 

of non-intermittent fossil fuel generation will not provide necessary grid services and 

reliability, the use of natural gas generation in providing both load and ancillary services 

is a valuable intermediate bridge in the transition from fossil fuel generation to renewable 

generation.   

 

THE ROLE OF NATURAL GAS  

 Natural gas is an important source of energy in the US, and has been the largest 

source of power generation and the second largest source of energy in general since 2015.9  

First discovered in the 1821, American natural gas was quickly marketized and these 

markets expanded as pipeline technologies improved.  After periods of fluctuating federal 

price controls, as well as mirroring production increases and declines, the natural gas 

market in the US was deregulated in 1993.  Since the development of hydraulic fracturing 

technology in 2005 to extract gas from the Marcellus shale and other domestic reserves, 

American natural gas production has been rising steadily.   Although a fossil fuel, the 

combustion of natural gas for power generation is up to 60% less carbon intensive than 

traditional coal, and the rise in natural gas power generation has led to a net decrease in 

carbon emissions from power generation without more stringent regulations.10  Natural gas 

                                                      
9 Primary Energy Consumption by Source (US Energy Information Administration, 2017). 
10 Environmental Impacts of Natural Gas (Union of Concerned Scientists, 2017). 
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is an important bridging fuel between traditional fossil fuels and renewable energies 

because it is a non-intermittent source, and can perform many of the ancillary services 

needed to balance load requirements while supplanting the demand for coal and coal-fired 

power plants.  Yet, natural gas combustion is not 100% non-emitting, and the extraction 

and transportation of natural gas can be expensive and environmentally burdensome.  Thus, 

natural gas is not the ultimate solution to the problem of carbon emissions and reliance on 

natural gas will not achieve the necessary emissions reductions to sufficiently offset the 

Social Cost of Carbon.   

 

SOCIALLY OPTIMAL LEVEL OF EMISSIONS 

Reducing carbon emissions poses a significant challenge not only for the power-

generation industry, but also for the sustainable and balanced development of society at 

large.  These very same emitting industries have brought forth a quality of life unmatched 

in history.  To substantively reduce quality of life for the sake of emissions reductions is 

not only distasteful and thus politically untenable to all who enjoy modern conveniences, 

but also inequitable once again to less-prosperous populations, who have thus far borne 

much of the costs of emissions and few of the benefits.  Thus, there must exist a socially 

optimal level of carbon emissions where marginal social benefit of emissions equals the 

marginal social cost.  In accounting for the marginal social benefit of emissions, beneficial 

components include quality of life, socioeconomic development, and opportunity for free 

enterprise.  In accounting for the marginal social cost of emissions, costly components will 

include damages done to society, disproportionate damage done to poorer areas 

(“Environmental Injustice”), and discounting of damages done to future generations.  
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Therefore, the socially optimal level of emissions is not quite the same as the Social Cost 

of Carbon, if the Social Cost of Carbon is understood to be “the damage done by carbon 

dioxide emissions compared to a baseline context in which those emissions do not 

increase.”11 In this context, the Social Cost of Carbon will always have a dollar value 

higher than the price of emissions at the socially optimal level, as the Social Cost of Carbon 

does not consider the marginal benefits of emissions and does not as accurately reflect the 

true externalities of emissions as well as the socially optimal level of emissions.  

 

CARBON TAX 

A carbon tax may be the easiest way to achieve emissions reductions goals 

predicated on the high Social Cost of Carbon by penalizing industries across the board for 

their emitting activities.  However, the carbon tax scheme may be inherently less efficient 

than a carbon market scheme because a carbon tax cannot ensure a certain abatement level 

based on a total limit on emissions.  In the legislative reality where new federal regulations, 

such as a carbon tax, must demonstrate more quantifiable benefits than costs in a mandated 

cost-benefit analysis, a federal carbon tax must closely adhere to a rigidly defined Social 

Cost of Carbon for the mandatory analysis. 12  Because the Social Cost of Carbon is 

predicated on an arbitrated discount rate (currently 3%, as mentioned above), there may 

never be a perfect consensus on exactly how high the Social Cost of Carbon should be.   

Thus, a carbon tax levied on an uncertain measurement such as the Social Cost of Carbon 

may expose the market to heightened risk of overcorrection.  Additionally, revenues 

                                                      
11 Pierce, Oxford University (cited in note 7). 
12 5 USC § 603. 
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generated from a Pigouvian (tax levied on any market activities generating negative 

externalities) carbon tax must be reallocated in some way to offset the Social Cost of 

Carbon; otherwise the carbon tax must be revenue neutral by offsetting other tax burdens 

on consumers and emitters, thereby creating a complicated tax situation which may involve 

a wholesale reexamination of the Internal Revenue Code.13 Lastly, a carbon tax may create 

a “leakage” effect, where emitters determine that exporting their industries overseas and 

re-importing their products is cheaper than their carbon tax burdens, resulting in higher 

prices for consumers and more unregulated and domestically unregulatable emissions by 

increasing transportation needs and inequitably exploiting foreign resources where labor 

and environmental regulations are lax. All the above presumes that a federal carbon tax, 

originating in the House of Representatives,14 can ever be passed in the first place, which 

is a strong assumption given the fact that Congress is mired in an environment of partisan 

politics and regulatory gridlock.   

 

REGULATORY GRIDLOCK AND THE CLEAN POWER PLAN 

Regulatory gridlock, where laws and regulations exist in adversarial limbo between 

non-compromising proponents and opponents, is prominent in environmental 

policymaking.  Although climate change politics, such as the proposal of a carbon tax and 

the promulgation of the Clean Power Plan, are relatively novel, it is closely tied to 

traditional environmental policymaking and has already seen its share of hard fought 

battles. Despite persistent regulatory gridlock, environmental policies have flourished via 

                                                      
13 Whibey, John, Pros and Cons of a Carbon Tax: Key Issues (Yale Climate Connections, July 20, 

2016). 
14 US Const Art 1, § 7, cl 1.  
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alternative pathways, but such pathways are narrower for climate change policy. 15  

Alternative pathways for environmental policymaking include appropriations politics, 

executive branch policymaking, the courts, collaboration based politics, and state-focused 

policymaking.16  The first alternative pathway exists in using appropriations politics to 

legislate environmental policy.  Appropriations politics is tantamount to the inclusion of 

environmental “bill riders” on important legislation, such as fiscal appropriations acts, 

which neither Congress nor the Executive branch have any interest in delaying or vetoing 

due to the importance of expeditiously funding government programs (including 

Congressional salaries).  Therefore, the legislation of environmental policies by tacking on 

“rider” provisions in appropriations bills can overcome the sort of legislative gridlock 

which would otherwise stall or kill these environmental policies.  For proposed climate 

change policies, however, the political and economic ramifications are so significant that 

it would be impossible for such policies to “ride” on appropriations bills in a way to evade 

debate.  “Rider” environmental policies only succeed within an appropriations framework 

because the overarching environmental legislations have already been passed in decades 

past; the “riders” are comparatively insignificant and noncontroversial.   

The second alternative pathway exists in executive rulemaking.  The Clean Power 

Plan is a product of executive rulemaking in which carbon emissions performance 

standards are established for existing power plants, and requires State Implementation 

Plans (SIPs) from states to meet emissions caps.  It is the first carbon “cap-and-trade” 

program implemented on the national level in the US, the legal basis for which rests in 

                                                      
15 See Klyza, Christopher McGrory and Sousa, David J., American Environmental Policy: Beyond 

Gridlock at 21 (The MIT Press 2013) 
16 Id. at 21  
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section 111(d) of the Clean Air Act, pending conclusion of litigation in West Virginia v 

EPA.17  Since it was promulgated as a final rule, the Clean Power Plan has been plagued 

by litigation, where states and corporations, such as West Virginia et al., alleged that EPA 

in promulgating its final rule acted “in excess of the agency’s statutory authority and 

otherwise is arbitrary, capricious, an abuse of discretion and not in accordance with law.”18  

Plaintiffs West Virginia et al. further argued that the Clean Power Plan violates the Tenth 

Amendment of the Constitution because “The Rule is thus an act of commandeering that 

leaves States no choice but to alter their laws and programs governing electricity generation 

and delivery to accord with federal policy.”19  Thus, it seems that executive rulemaking, if 

with the appearance of acting outside the legislative process even though within 

Constitutional parameters, will face litigation so complex and lengthy that it may not 

survive the duration of the sympathetic Administration.  Indeed, the Clean Power Plan has 

since been revoked by Executive Order 13783 on March 28, 2017.20 

 

CARBON MARKETS: SUPERIOR ALTERNATIVE TO CARBON TAX 

Carbon markets, on the other hand, may achieve many of the same goals as a carbon 

tax while avoiding some of its major pitfalls.  First, a carbon market, unlike a carbon tax, 

is ultimately self-correcting and can more quickly and effectively hedge underlying market 

uncertainties in a way a carbon tax cannot.  Though oftentimes imperfect, a self-correcting 

market based on the dynamics of supply and demand can more rapidly adjust to 

                                                      
17 West Virginia v. EPA, No 15-1363 (DC Cir October 23, 2015) 
18 Petition for Review, West Virginia v EPA, No 15-1363,*2 (DC Cir filed November 9, 2015) 
19 See Pet’rs Br. Core Legal Issues at 78-86, cited in Wyatt Alexandra M, Clean Power Plan: 

Legal Background and Pending Litigation in West Virginia v. EPA (CRS Report No   R44480) 
(Washington, DC: Congressional Research Service, May 18, 2016). 

20 82 FR 16093, Promoting Energy Independence and Economic Growth, Sec. 4 (2017). 
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fluctuations such as changes in the calculation for the Social Cost of Carbon.  Second, 

revenues will largely be determined by the market-clearing prices of allowances, and risk-

return tradeoff decisions regarding investment of revenues into renewable energy 

generation will be made by market participants themselves without risking complex legal 

quagmires for the federal government.  Third, a self-correcting market can better balance 

supply and demand, which minimizes leakage.  Trade estimates tend to be high compared 

to export costs, and the nature of a carbon tax or a command-and-control scheme such as 

the Clean Power Plan is necessarily based on ex-post data rather than actual returns.  A 

self-correcting market which adjusts quickly to market volatility makes it more likely for 

producers to stay in the market, especially in light of actual export, transportation, and other 

costs of production leakage.  These costs will be quickly adjusted for in a market scheme 

whereby participants are incentivized to stay within the market and thus minimize leakage. 

Finally, carbon emissions reductions are far too important a problem to be relegated 

to political whims and partisanship, but the method through which emissions are reduced 

must be fair and equitable, minimizing market inefficiency and environmental injustice.  A 

carbon tax fails both tests, and a carbon market cap-and-trade scheme may prevail where a 

carbon tax cannot. 

 

CAP-AND-TRADE EMISSIONS ABATEMENT 

 Cap-and-Trade refers to the market-based policy instrument where an emissions 

ceiling is mandated (cap) by releasing, via free allocation or auction, emissions credits or 

allowances reflecting that mandatory cap.  Once released, these allowances are traded 

freely in the market (trade).  As a market-based policy instrument, cap-and-trade can be a 
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cost-effective reductions pathway where industries and producers can freely decide for 

themselves the best way to reduce their emissions, seeking and developing the lowest cost 

technologies to do so.21  Although the Clean Power Plan, formally known as the Carbon 

Pollution Emission Guidelines for Existing Stationary Sources: Electric Utility Generating 

Units, allows states to implement their own plans to reduce carbon emissions with tradable 

credits or allowances, it is not truly a market-based policy instrument because it 

“commands-and-controls” standards for “Existing Stationary Sources” and dictates Best 

Systems of Emissions Reductions (BSERs), whereas a true cap-and-trade merely sets the 

emissions ceiling without further detailing compliance requirements.   

 

SUCCESSFUL CAP-AND-TRADE SCHEMES IN THE UNITED STATES 

 Cap-and-trade pollution abatement is not a new idea in the US.  One prominent 

example of a US cap-and-trade schemes is the Acid Rain Program. 

 

SULFUR DIOXIDE CAP-AND-TRADE (ACID RAIN PROGRAM) 

 Sulfur dioxide emissions was the main cause of acid rain in the US.  Acid rain 

removes atmospheric sulfur dioxides via precipitation, causing significant damage to 

silviculture and aquaculture, and diminishes the Earth’s ability to absorb anthropogenic 

carbon emissions by leaching sedimentary carbon into the oceans.  As a pollutant with 

clearly visible and tangibly felt effects, sulfur dioxide emissions reduction was widely 

accepted as a necessity, although the means for reduction were hotly debated.  Proposed 

                                                      
21 Stavins, Robert N., Experience with Market-Based Policy Instruments, Discussion Paper 1-58 

(Resources for the Future, November 2001). 
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regulation would have directed all emitting plant owners to cut emissions by a certain 

amount, but this regulation did not come to fruition.  Instead, in the 1990 Clean Air Act 

amendments, a cap-and-trade program known as the Acid Rain Program for sulfur dioxide 

emissions reductions was instituted, in which an overall cap on sulfur dioxide emissions 

was set (in this case, 50% of then emissions levels) and plant owners had the flexibility to 

decide on how to make the cuts and to freely trade emissions allowances amongst 

themselves.22  The Acid Rain Program is generally considered a success and led to the 

formation of other market-based pollution reductions schemes around the world. 

 The Acid Rain Program involved a phased implementation scheme.  Phase I 

covered 263 large power plants with greater than 100 megawatt capacity, and Phase II 

covered nearly all power plants with greater than 25 megawatt capacity, with no further 

discrimination based on age or other factors.  In the Acid Rain Program, each regulated 

power plant was allocated a fixed number of allowances, with the total number of 

allowances allocated reflecting the mandated emissions ceiling.  Issued on a per annum 

basis, plants surrendered one allowance per ton of sulfur dioxide emitted at the end of the 

issuing year.  Plants were allowed to freely trade and bank their issued allowances for 

future use, and an efficient commodities market for sulfur dioxide allowances was born.23   

 Throughout the lifetime of the Acid Rain Program, allowance prices have 

fluctuated wildly due to overallocation (program compliance was nearly 100%) of 

allowances and introduction of new rules and regulations mid-way through, such as the 

Clean Air Interstate Rule (CAIR) and the Cross-State Air Pollution Rule (CSAPR), which 

                                                      
22 Siikamäki, Juha, et al., The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s Acid Rain Program 

(Resources for the Future, November 2012). 
23 Id. 
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diminished the value of banked and traded allowances, and allowance prices ultimately 

plummeted as the CSAPR rendered banked allowances essentially worthless. 24  Price 

fluctuations due to regulatory errors such as overallocation and capricious regulatory 

restrictions are not necessarily indicative of market failures; indeed, extreme price 

volatility may have been mitigated were fluctuating caps instituted at the onset, avoiding 

the regulatory backtrack which functionally dismantled the market.  Nonetheless, the 

overall successes of the Acid Rain Program have informed burgeoning carbon cap-and-

trade markets such as the EU ETS on best practices such as instituting fluctuating caps in 

light of new information, and the Acid Rain Program demonstrates that a large-scale cap-

and-trade emissions reductions program can be successfully implemented in the US.   

 

CARBON MARKETS 

At first, carbon markets were comprised of simple bilateral trades: one party with 

a need for an allowance for compliance, and one with an allowance to spare.  As the 

markets matured, several different trading schemes have emerged, mostly on a regional 

scale. The European Union has established the Emissions Trading Scheme (EU ETS), the 

Northeastern United States has established the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI), 

and the Western states of California and Canadian Quebec have established the California-

Quebec Cap and Trade system.  The EU ETS is the most mature carbon market, with 

advanced trading mechanisms and will be discussed in detail further on.  The Regional 

Greenhouse Gas Initiative is also entering maturity, and is an excellent example of a 

successful carbon market in the US.  

                                                      
24 See Table 1.  
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REGIONAL GREENHOUSE GAS INITIATIVE (RGGI) 

 Founded in 2005 and activated in 2009, the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative 

(RGGI) is a mandatory market-based emissions reductions program currently in its third 

phase comprised of ten New England and Mid-Atlantic states.  Within the RGGI market 

framework, phased compliance periods are three years in length and the emissions cap 

incrementally decreases with each successive compliance period.  The RGGI compliance 

scheme is mandatory for all market participants in the region, which consist of fossil fuel-

fired power plants with generating capacities of 25 megawatts or greater.  RGGI, as an 

independent market-oversight entity, auctions allowances on a quarterly basis and requires 

plants to submit one allowance per ton of carbon emitted at the end of each three-year 

compliance period.  Once auctioned and held, plants can freely trade and bank allowances, 

and plants can engage in carbon offset projects which allow them to meet up to 3.3% of 

their compliance obligations.25  RGGI auction proceeds are reinvested into renewable 

energy and greenhouse gas abatement programs, focusing especially on energy efficiency 

programs, and these investments ultimately help drive down the overall price of 

electricity.26   

 RGGI has been touted as a prime example in which a carbon market can drive down 

pollution emissions while promoting economic growth.  A study analyzing RGGI’s track 

record for its second compliance period found that RGGI has successfully reduced carbon 

emissions while promoting economic growth and competitiveness; rising electricity prices 

                                                      
25 Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative, 2017). 
26 Page, Samantha, The Northeast’s Electric Bills Have Dropped $460 Million Since They Have 

Started Paying for Carbon (ThinkProgress, July 14, 2015). 
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have been offset by the reinvestment of auction revenues and consumers will see their bills 

lower in the long run.27  As a program without a federal mandate and with due recognizance 

of state authority, the RGGI model for carbon emissions should be more politically 

palatable and less expensive to implement than a command-and-control scheme, such as 

the Clean Power Plan, even if that scheme implements a carbon market similar in function. 

Regardless of exactly how much of man-made carbon emissions is causing climate 

change, carbon emissions reductions will translate into tangible economic, strategic, and 

societal benefits for the US, and these benefits may be maximized when costs are 

minimized within a cap-and-trade carbon market scheme.  To further minimize costs of 

implementation and time to mature market functioning, an American carbon market should 

be modeled after an existing market with a demonstrated record of success, similar in scope, 

size, and economic composition, while incorporating successful elements from other 

existing markets. 

 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

Establishing that a market cap-and-trade scheme may be a viable solution to 

reducing carbon emissions and allowing the reductions targets of the Clean Power Plan to 

be met without the Clean Power Plan, the next step is to determine which existing cap-and-

trade scheme may best serve as a model for the US.  Due to the inherent limitations of 

scope, small sample size, incomplete data, regulatory uncertainty, etc., a formal statistical 

analysis such as a Monte Carlo simulation was not determined to be appropriate here.  

                                                      
27Hibbard, Paul J., et al., The Economic Impacts of the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative on 

Nine Northeast and Mid-Atlantic States (Analysis Group, July 14, 2015). 
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Instead, the quantitative methodology employed in this study will be that of a simplified 

best-fit trend analysis using Microsoft Excel 2013; complemented by a qualitative analysis 

on factors such as regulatory environment and subsidy policies, this study attempts to 

determine which existing regional, national, or international emissions market can best 

serve as a model for a proposed US nation-wide carbon market scheme.  Because of the 

small number of existing markets and time-limited success of market-based solutions, it is 

difficult to perform a robust correlational study to test a definite hypothesis as research 

validity is undeniably low. Recognizing the limited statistical value of a simplified trend 

analysis, this paper performs a multi-factor trend analysis on some of the more prominent 

cap-and-trade schemes in the United States (US) and in Europe for a 10-year test period 

between 2005 and 2015.  The sample programs selected are the US Acid-Rain Program, 

the EU ETS, the US RGGI, the US California-Quebec cap-and-trade, and the sample 

programs are compared to the trends in the US under its current “business as usual” scheme 

in the same period.  Factors in the trend analyses include nationwide emissions data, 

emissions data adjusted per capita, emissions by power generation source, and price of 

emissions or of carbon allowances in dollars per ton.  Where applicable and appropriate, 

more granular data pertaining to average price of retail power and percentage of per capita 

income spent on residential electricity is factored into the analysis as well.  Data is collected 

from publicly available census information, and monetary values are adjusted into 2017 

USD equivalents accounting for inflation and the Consumer Price Index (CPI).  In 

collecting data for California-Quebec, data from California is extrapolated and applied to 

the entire region when granular data for Quebec is unavailable. In collecting data for the 

US SO2 reductions programs, data for the entire US is used in adjusting for those instances 
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where granular data for the areas covered by the US SO2 reductions programs are 

unavailable.  Lastly, where data for RGGI is unavailable, published data from Independent 

System Operator-New England (ISO-NE), which includes 6 out of the 9 RGGI states, is 

used as proxy.  This dataset can be found below in Table 1. 
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Using the respective factor and nationwide data collected for each of the markets 

and for the US, trended forecast analyses are performed for “Emissions level,” “Emissions 

per square kilometer,” “Affected population,” “Per capita emissions,” and for an additional 

“Total fossil fuel generation (excluding Natural Gas)” factor, which is the sum of “Power 

generated from coal” and “Power generated from petroleum.”28 The trendlines forecast out 

to 2030, the year in which the US has targeted under the Clean Power Plan to achieve 32% 

in emissions from the power-generation sector as compared to 2005 levels.  Of course, 

these forecasts are for illustrative purposes only due to the low volume of data available 

and the high number of confounding variables present in such a complex setting, the 

inability to predict the effects of changes in other sectors such as transportation on 

emissions, as well as the inability to predict the manifold progressions and constraints of 

technology, regulations, and market volatility (a simple trend analysis cannot simulate 

market volatility unlike an iterative analysis such as the Monte Carlo).  Therefore, a 

logarithmic trended forecast methodology is used rather than a linear trended forecast, 

because it is more likely that emissions under any reductions scheme will fall but stabilize 

due to increasing marginal costs within the socially optimal level of emissions framework 

described above.  The trended forecast functions take on the general form of  

𝑦𝑦 = ln(𝑥𝑥) + 𝑏𝑏 

where the y-intercept “b” indicates the original 2005 level for each factor examined.  For 

each analyzed market, the y-intercept “b” from the logarithmic forecast function will then 

be set to the nationwide US “b” level (2005) to determine which forecasted market scheme 

will bring the US closest to its reductions target under the Clean Power Plan.   

                                                      
28 See Appendix. 
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RESULTS 

The US has targeted under the Clean Power Plan to reduce power-sector emissions 

by 32% in 2030 compared to 2005 levels. By applying a trended forecast function based 

on the US “business as usual” ten-year test period emissions between 2005 and 2015, the 

following equation is generated:  

𝑦𝑦 = −1170 ln(𝑥𝑥) + 7397 

Applying this equation to forecast emissions for the year 2030, the US will generate a total 

of 6,325 million tons of carbon emissions, which is a 14.5% reduction in emissions from 

the power generation sector under “business as usual” practices.  Applying a less flexible 

linear trended analysis for illustrative purposes, the following equation for forecasted 

emissions in the US in year 2030 is generated:  

𝑦𝑦 = −811𝑥𝑥 + 8208 

By this linear forecast, in the year 2030, the US will generate a total of 5,370 million tons 

of carbon emissions, which is a 27.4% reduction in emissions from the power generation 

sector under “business as usual” practices.   Clearly, the US will not be able to meet its 

Clean Power Plan target by continuing its current course of action.   

Figure 1 below shows the graphical representation of the logarithmic forecast emissions.  
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Table 2 reflects the logarithmic trended forecast data for each of the market programs 

examined and the adjusted forecasts as applied to the US.   

 

Figure 1 and Table 2 show that the EU ETS is the only program with more forecasted 

reductions than the US “business as usual” course of action.  However, this does not speak 

to the non-success of other programs, as their discrete emissions levels are already low 

given their smaller populations and areas served.  By applying the EU ETS logarithmic 

trended forecast, the following equation for the US is generated:  

𝑦𝑦 = −1324 ln(𝑥𝑥) + 7397 

In this adjusted forecast, the US will generate a total of 6,184 million tons of carbon 

emissions, which is a 16.4% reduction in emissions from the power generation sector under 
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“business as usual” practices.  By this forecast analysis, the US will not be able to meet its 

Clean Power Plan target by adopting the EU ETS course of action.  

 

DISCUSSION 

Considering the results from this simplified study, it appears that the US may better 

achieve its emissions reductions goals by implementing a carbon market scheme similar to 

that used in the European Union, but it is by no means a perfect solution and it is not 

projected in a simple trend analysis to meet the target reductions level dictated in the Clean 

Power Plan.  However, as significant reductions are needed, a carbon market scheme 

modeled after the EU ETS will be able to achieve more reductions than a “business as usual” 

course of action, perhaps closer to the socially optimal level of emissions; thus, such a 

model is worth serious consideration.  It may also be worthwhile to incorporate successful 

elements from the other viable market schemes such as the ARP, RGGI, and Cal-Quebec.   

When analyzing each trend factor independently, it is apparent that the US 

experiences many trends similar to those in Cal-Quebec, and the numerical deviations 

between their slopes tend to be the smallest.  This was expected, as the Cal-Quebec cap-

and-trade system is still in its infancy and therefore would not have substantially affected 

its 10-year emissions trendlines between 2005 and 2015.  It is likely that the Cal-Quebec 

trend will start deviating more from that of the US once the cap and trade program becomes 

fully implemented.   

The largest trend deviator from the US is the US ARP.  As can be seen in Table 1, 

the price of SO2 allowances crashed from over $800/ton to just over $0.10/ton over the 10-

year test period, while other factors remained similar to those experienced by the US as a 
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whole.  This is largely due to the uncertainties introduced into the sulfur dioxide allowance 

markets by original allocative inefficiency and capricious regulation, as well as rapid 

advances in technology which obviated the need for emissions allowances, as described 

earlier in this paper.  Such advances in technology have not yet materialized for carbon 

emissions reductions.  Although imperfect, there are many best practices and lessons 

learned from the US ARP which will prove valuable for a US national carbon market.   

RGGI, as a US regional entity, is similar to the broader US in many ways, except 

in the 10-year trend for natural gas fossil fuel generation excluding natural gas.  RGGI has 

benefitted greatly from the expansive development of the Marcellus and Utica shales in the 

Northeastern US, and has been able to decrease its reliance on solid fossil fuel-powered 

generation due to its natural gas and existing nuclear energy capabilities. Although RGGI 

has robust low-emissions generation resources, its reliance on fossil fuels cannot be entirely 

eliminated as demonstrated in the trended forecast in Figure 1.  As more American natural 

gas resources are developed, it is possible that the US fossil fuel generation trend will start 

resembling that of RGGI.   

Even though the reduction of 16.4% under the EU ETS scheme would not 

necessarily enable the US to achieve its Clean Power Plan goals, the US already has in 

place a number of market factors and realities which may enhance the emissions reductions 

within a carbon market scheme similar to the EU ETS.  Unlike the EU, the US has large 

reserves of natural gas and mature hydropower and nuclear capabilities, as well as the 

requisite geography capable of generating solar, conventional wind, and offshore wind 

power.  Considering the results of this analysis, a carbon market structure similar to that in 
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the EU, incorporating successful elements from other markets, is still the best-fit model for 

a US carbon market.  

 

EUROPEAN UNION EMISSIONS TRADING SCHEME 

The European Union Emissions Trading Scheme (EU ETS) is the world’s largest 

international carbon market, accounting for more than 75% of international carbon trades.  

Originally founded in 2005, the EU ETS is currently in Phase III of implementation.  

Although allowances were freely allocated in the first and second phases, allowances are 

now to be auctioned and a single, EU-wide emissions cap has replaced the former national 

caps.29 The EU ETS is largely considered a success, even without burdensome command-

and-control regulatory superfluity, due in large part to its record of reductions success, 

policy consistency, active reform, and financial market maturity.30 The US is in a fortuitous 

position to establish a national carbon market based on the EU ETS because the EU ETS 

has already matured past its learning stages, and best practices can be more easily gleaned 

from the program as a whole.  One of the most valuable aspects of the EU ETS cap-and-

trade carbon market is the interchangeability of tradable units.   

One of the most highlighted flaws of the Clean Power Plan was the trading 

incompatibility between states with mass-based plans, which utilize allowances as trading 

units, and states with rate-based plans, which use credits as trading units.31  Although a 

                                                      
29 The EU Emissions Trading System (European Commission Climate Action, 2017). 
30 Brown, Lucas Merrill, et al., The EU Emissions Trading System – Results and Lessons Learned 

(Environmental Defense Fund, 2012). 
31 Comparing Mass- and Rate-based Approaches to 111(d) Implementation (Great Plains Institute 

Bipartisan Policy Center, May 2015. 
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federal regulatory framework intended to reconcile tradable units was discussed,32 no such 

mechanism was established in the final rule and no further guidance was given to states, 

creating an atmosphere of regulatory uncertainty, confusion, and ineffectuality.  In the EU 

ETS, an exchange schedule for Certified Emissions Reductions (CERs), Emission 

Reductions Units (ERUs), and European Union Allowances (EUAs) was established in 

Phase I, and a compliance period for the exchanging of CERs and ERUs into EUAs was 

defined at the beginning of Phase III. 33   Therefore, an American carbon emissions 

reductions program pursuing the market scheme would benefit from immediately 

establishing either a singular tradable unit or an exchange rate for multiple tradable units 

with the carbon market, to mitigate any policy or market participation concerns and 

minimize compliance costs.  The implementation of congruent tradable assets will 

jumpstart the creation of a robust and liquid financial carbon market and allow such a 

market and market participants the freedom to join a larger, international carbon market.   

In its earlier phases, the EU ETS allows participants to fulfill some of their ETS 

obligations by issuing credits for international renewable energy investments such as Clean 

Development Mechanism (CDM) and Joint Implementation (JI) programs, as prescribed 

by the Kyoto Protocol.  Under the Kyoto Protocol, JIs trigger the creation of Emissions 

Reductions Units, and CDMs provide for the creation of Certified Emissions Reductions. 

In Phase III, ERUs and CERs are being retired and exchanged for EUAs.  After the Paris 

Agreement compliance period begins in 2020, EU ETS CDMs and JIs will be replaced by 

a mitigation mechanism wherein the original international crediting scheme will be retired 

                                                      
32 Strategic Planning Committee Task Force – Clean Power Plan (Southwest Power Pool, 

September 18, 2015). 
33 Use of international credits (European Commission Climate Action, 2017). 
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in favor of a framework which can facilitate the linking of international carbon markets.34  

In the US, linking existing regional carbon markets35 may serve as an intermediary tool to 

achieve the same goals as expanding carbon markets while retaining existing market 

structures.  Again, to link carbon markets successfully it must be such that complementary 

trading schemes (i.e. rate-based credits or mass-based allowances) exist at the market level.  

As with the EU proposal, a nationwide mitigation framework governed at the local market 

level but linked to other markets may be cheaper and more sensitive to the regional 

uniqueness of existing markets, making the establishment of a de facto national carbon 

market more achievable in a cost-effective manner.  

Thus far, the California-Quebec cap-and-trade is the only example of non-

contiguous linked carbon markets in North America, born out of the failed Western Climate 

Initiative, an effort to establish a US-Canada carbon market along the West Coast.  It is 

possible then that these existing markets can be linked between eastern (RGGI) and western 

(California-Quebec) markets, and may also be potentially linked between any emerging 

northern (Canadian) and southern (Central American) markets.36  Because the California-

Quebec cap-and-trade already involves a Canadian regional market, a joint venture with 

Canada in implementing an (inter)national carbon market may be a strategy worth pursuing, 

especially if emissions reductions units can be traded on a robust international carbon 

financial market. 

 Within the EU ETS framework, there is the European Climate Exchange (ECX), 

which is the largest and most liquid secondary market for carbon allowances and 

                                                      
34 Id. 
35 Erik Haites, Linking Existing and Proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions Trading Schemes in 

North America, Climate Strategies (2009). 
36 Id.  
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derivatives in the world, and has attracted large institutional investors such as Barclays and 

Goldman Sachs.37  In the ECX, over-the-counter (OTC) allowances may be spot-traded 

with instant delivery, or they may be packaged into “contracts” for derivatives trading, 

especially as futures contracts. Arising from the now-defunct Chicago Climate Exchange, 

the ECX allows participants to actively trade futures contracts, known as Carbon Financial 

Instruments (CFIs), based on underlying carbon allowances (European Union Allowances, 

or EUA, and Certified Emissions Allowances, or CER).  CFIs are offered both as cash 

contracts in the ECX for over-the-counter transactions and ECX CFI futures are sized at 

1,000 tons of emissions, allow holders to lock in prices for allowances to be delivered in 

the future, and the trading platform is compatible with the IntercontinentalExchange (ICE) 

Futures, the second largest energy futures exchange in the world (second only to the NYSE).  

The ECX offers Carbon Financial Instruments (CFIs) In the ECX, carbon allowances and 

derivatives including options and spot contracts are standardized exchange-trade products, 

and have attracted large equity investors to sign up for ECX membership.   Because the 

ECX originated from a US commodities market, it may very well be that a new American 

market can come from the ECX.  Once again, the matter of trade congruity returns; any 

secondary US carbon trading platform should be compatible with the NYSE energy futures 

exchange, and should need no more regulation than any established commodities exchange.   

As with the Acid Rain Program in the US, the EU ETS has struggled with the 

oversupply of allowances, especially in Phase I and II where they were freely allocated.  

Compounded by the global effects of the 2008 recession, carbon allowance prices 

                                                      
37 Calvello, Angelo, Environmental Alpha: Institutional Investors and Climate Change at 200 

(John Wiley & Sons, October 15, 2009). 
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plummeted by over 80% between 2008 and 2013. 38   However, ECX Futures have 

maintained relatively stable prices in more recent years, and the restriction of allowance 

supplies by moving to an all-auction issuing scheme will further stabilize the market.   

 

MARKET STABILIZATION AND PRICE CONTROLS 

 The issues of pollution allowance market volatility are often attributable to 

plummeting prices due to overallocation (perfect inelasticity of supply) and uncertain 

regulatory horizons.  To combat these problems, many market schemes have instituted 

price floors by implementing escalating auction reserve pricing.  For example, in the 

California-Quebec cap and trade, the auction reserve price is currently $13.57/ton, which 

will rise 5% annually adjusting for inflation.  Any allowances not sold at the auction reserve 

price are withheld by the California Air Resources Board in a holding account, and the held 

allowances will not be released again until the auction prices exceed the auction reserve 

price for more than two consequent quarterly auctions.  In RGGI, the reserve price is 

$2.1/ton and any unsold allowances at the reserve price can be withheld by the participating 

state, which can choose to permanently retire these allowances if they remain unsold for 

three years.  In contrast, the EU ETS does not have any mandatory price control 

mechanisms in place, as the ETS is only a part of a broader EU carbon reduction strategy.   

However, the EU has a precedential “soft” price floor policy within its agricultural sector 

called intervention price control; when the price of agricultural commodities drop below 

an intervention price, member agencies are obliged to purchase these commodities at any 

                                                      
38 Koch, Nicolas, et al., Causes of the EU ETS price drop: recession, CDM, renewable policies or 

a bit of everything? – New evidence (Mercator Research Institute on Global Commons and Climate 
Change, 2017). 
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price in order to restrict supply.39 Artificial price controls such as price ceilings and price 

floors run counter to the idea of a supply-and-demand driven market, and may discourage 

investment in carbon allowances and market growth in a cap-and-trade scheme. Instead, 

alternative market stabilization mechanisms need to be examined. 

The most important facet of carbon market stabilization is ensuring that the 

allowance cap is set at the correct level, with adjustment triggers in place based on forecast 

and historical analyses.  A fluctuating allowance cap can artificially flatten the supply curve, 

and further price control functions can be performed via secondary market trading, or issuer 

“buy backs.”  

The use of buy backs is common in US Treasury markets, where the Treasury 

repurchases its issued bonds prior to maturity in order to reign in surpluses.40  Similarly, 

the operation of cap-and-trade carbon markets loosely resemble a sort of risk-free, interest-

free auction-based government debenture market.  In this analogy, a perfectly inelastic 

supply of carbon allowances and credits resembling interest-free debentures are auctioned 

by a public monopoly on the primary market, and are subsequently traded (both as OTC 

allowances and in derivatives including futures and forwards) on the secondary market 

until the entire volume of auctioned securities are recalled and relinquished at the end of a 

compliance period.  Given these characteristics, it may be advantageous to consider 

debenture or bond market price control mechanisms to prevent market failures, including 

competitively buying back securities on the secondary market to constrain supply as 

opposed to implementing a price floor at the primary market point of sale. 

                                                      
39 Womacher, Jasper, Agriculture: A Glossary of Terms, Programs, and Laws, 2005 Edition 

Congressional Research Service CRS 97-905 (June 16, 2005). 
40 Garbade, Kenneth and Rutherford, Matthew, Federal Reserve Bank of New York Staff Reports – 

Buybacks in Treasury and Debt Management, Staff Report no. 304 (October, 2007). 
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Although it has been suggested that buy backs are impossible due to budgetary 

restraints, these restraints may be loosened if the original volume of allowances are 

efficiently allocated in auction, and auction revenues used to purchase surplus allowances 

as buy backs are de facto investments into carbon emissions reductions.  Again, such a 

market management strategy for commodities is not new; the EU’s agricultural 

intervention pricing is one such strategy and a similar concept more predicated on 

discretion and fair competition may well serve in a US national carbon market.   

 

ALTERNATIVE EMISSIONS REDUCTION SCHEMES TO THE EU ETS MODEL 

 Although modeling a US national carbon market based on the EU ETS as posited 

above may help achieve the emissions reductions goals in a market-driven way, there 

remain many factors unaccounted for, creating risk and uncertainty as to whether it is 

indeed the best approach.  Similarly, although this particular analysis infers that the EU 

ETS model may be the most successful for the US to adopt in order to achieve its emissions 

reductions goals, there may be other successful strategies worth discussing in order to 

achieve these same goals.   

 

RESURRECT AND IMPROVE THE CLEAN POWER PLAN 

As seen above, the reductions goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan (CPP) will 

not be met by any market scheme simplistically modeled in this study, due to absent 

regulatory requirements and mandated BSERs, which are not necessarily the most efficient 

technology for emissions reductions.  However, the CPP did establish a national carbon 

trading scheme, and should the CPP be resurrected the trading focus of the rule may evolve 
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into a successful national carbon market scheme, drawing on lessons learned from the 

phased EU ETS.  Under the CPP, EPA made provision to allow States the option to 

establish carbon markets, either unilaterally (State Implementation Plans, or SIPs) or 

multilaterally (multi-SIPs), trading credits (for states with rate-based plans) or allowances 

(for states with mass-based plans). The CPP intends that coal-fired power generation be 

supplanted by natural-gas fired generation and renewable generation through regulatory 

directives.  As the aging coal-fired power generation faces natural end-of-life retirement in 

the US, cleaner and more competitive natural gas-fired power generation infrastructure has 

become the forefront supplier of American energy; it is now apparently very possible that 

the goals of the CPP may be achieved without unduly burdening the energy generation 

industry.  Thus, to resurrect the CPP, several changes must be made in order to ensure 

success similar to the Acid Rain Program.   

One of the main challenges faced by States under the CPP is the incongruity 

between mass-based and rate-based trading schemes as allowed by SIPs.  This disconnect 

may increase the costs of complying with the standard prescribed by the CPP.  Unlike the 

EU ETS, in which all allowances and credits are tradable, in the CPP states with mass-

based schemes will likely not be able to enter into multi-SIPs with states with rate-based 

schemes, and vice versa.  

The calculated cost of compliance under the CPP range from $1.4 billion to $2.5 

billion by 2020, and $5.1 billion to $8.4 billion by 2030.  The calculated benefit, established 

relying on impact assessments derived from the Social Cost of Carbon, generates an 

economic benefit of $20 billion by 2030, far offsetting the costs of implementation.41  As 

                                                      
41 How much will the Clean Power Plan cost? (Union of Concerned Scientists, August 5, 2015). 
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seen with the Acid Rain Program and the EU ETS, the cost of compliance may be further 

minimized if the CPP regulated only the number of allowances released instead of BSERs, 

and allowed a fluctuating emissions cap to reflect realities as measured by compliance 

levels. 

In May 2015, the Center for Climate and Energy Solutions, a prominent US-based 

energy think tank published a study in which researcher Jeff Hopkins drew together 

findings from six separate economic models forecasting the effects of the CPP.42 Across 

the six models, it was determined that if energy efficiency were the end goal, coal 

generation is retained at least somewhat in the mix in the near term, which creates an almost 

dichotomous situation in which high energy efficiency will ultimately lower emissions in 

the most cost effective way, without eliminating coal-fired generation.  To meet the goals 

of the CPP, natural gas will be the most prominent driving factor in displacing some, but 

not all, coal generation; for zero-carbon energy generation growth to competitive with 

natural gas coal displacement, additional policy incentives must be used to stimulate 

renewable growth beyond “business as usual” levels.   

 

EXPAND EXISTNIG CARBON MARKETS 

Expanding the existing carbon markets, namely RGGI and the California-Quebec 

cap-and-trade programs, may eventually be able to produce a robust North American 

carbon market.  As with the Clean Power Plan, the issue of capped allowances and market 

participation have been litigated in RGGI and in California-Quebec.  However, both 

                                                      
 
42 Hopkins, Jeff, Modeling EPA’s Clean Power Plan: Insights for Cost-Effective Implementation 

(Center for Climate and Energy Solutions, May 2015). 
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markets have substantively prevailed in court, establishing important legal precedents.  In 

RGGI, legal precedent for State-involvement in carbon markets was set when the Supreme 

Court of the State of New York held in Thrun v Cuomo that the Governor of New York 

has the ability to enter into binding MOUs with other States to reduce emissions, and may 

enforce the MOU by requiring generators within the state to abide by RGGI-prescribed 

CO2 emissions limits.43  In California, a Superior Court ruled that the California Air 

Resources Board has the authority to sell greenhouse gas allowances at auction, with 

discretion to decide on whether it chooses the “cap-and-trade” method of doing so.44  

Although the issue of whether revenues gained from auction constitute an illegal “tax” is 

still under litigation,45 because those revenues are used to fund energy efficiency programs 

as in RGGI and presumably will be put to similar use in California, they are effectively 

income from clean energy investment and as such should be treated as non-tax revenues, 

thereby weakening the “illegal ‘tax’” legal argument.   

RGGI’s success has been noted earlier in this paper. As of April 2017, the RGGI 

market clearing price for CO2 allowances is $3.00/ton, which is an order of magnitude 

lower than the proposed $40/ton social cost of carbon.46  Therefore, as long as the total 

supply of allowances released is determined to be in line with defined reduction goals, 

market mechanisms such as those employed by RGGI can meet these defined emissions 

reductions goals while minimizing costs and generating revenues.   

                                                      
43 See Thrun v Cuomo, No 4358-11 (NY Sup 2012). 
44 See California Chamber of Commerce v California Air Resource Board, No 34-2012-80001313 

(CA Sup 2013). 
45 California Chamber of Commerce, et al. v. California Air Resources Board, et al. No. C075930 

(CA3d App 2015). 
46 Auction Results (Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative, 2017). 
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The cost of expanding carbon markets to the national level are yet to be determined, 

given the many factors that must be in place before such a market framework can be 

implemented.  However, states in RGGI alone have been able to reinvest more than $617 

million between 2009 and 2011 in competitive renewable and efficient energy 

infrastructure, which is projected to return more than $1.3 billion in lifetime energy savings 

to regional ratepayers.47  Savings scaled to the national level are likely to be realized if 

carbon markets were established nation-wide, translating into tangible consumer benefits 

while avoiding the bureaucracy, political conflict, and opacity of a federal taxation scheme.   

 

RTO/ISO INVOLVEMENT IN EMISSIONS REDUCTIONS 

An important aspect of capped carbon markets is the overall reduction of carbon 

emissions, which may be achieved by choosing renewable power generation over 

traditional fossil fuel fired generation.  As the first-level providers of reliability in US 

restructured electricity markets, RTOs and ISOs are in prime position to promote 

meritorious dispatch of renewable generation sources while remaining sensitive to 

reliability and peaking load.  Because renewable generation has almost no fuel costs, 

therefore no marginal variable operating costs, they are the cheapest sources of energy 

when intermittency is of low concern.  By promoting investment in renewable energy 

infrastructure in their planning processes and operational decisions, RTOs and ISOs will 

help lower the price of power throughout their responsible regions and can turn the cost 

savings into needed transmission infrastructure upgrades to alleviate congestion and reduce 

                                                      
47 Auction Revenue (Center for Climate and Energy Solutions, 2016). 
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reliance on fossil fuel operating reserves.  One example of such an ISO-led initiative is 

found in California.   

In 2014, the California ISO (CAISO) established the Energy Imbalance Market 

(EIM).  The EIM, which covers most of the western US and parts of Canada, lowest-

variable-cost generation is automatically dispatched in real-time to balance load and 

generation. As renewable generators incur very low variable operating costs, the EIM 

dispatch often signals renewable generators first to meet imbalance demand, and by 

allowing these generators to use their excess generation to meet real-time demand across 

the grid, ensures that they have sufficient incentive to keep their generators online, which 

enhances grid reliability while curtailing reliance on traditional synchronous reserve 

capacity.48  Similarly, other RTOs and ISOs which have established secondary reserve or 

imbalance markets may encourage renewable generation based on regionally available 

resources, ultimately using renewables to meet greater load demands, thereby eliminating 

the need for expensive coal and petroleum generation for peak load and supplanting them 

with cleaner gas-fired generation.49  As renewable infrastructure becomes more prevalent, 

natural gas may itself be replaced at greater load demands by renewables, such that natural 

gas may be phased out in the near future as a result of market forces and all load will be 

met by renewable generation capacity. 

 

 

 

                                                      
48 Western EIM Benefits Report Fourth Quarter 2016 (California ISO, January 30, 2017). 
49 Today in Energy (US Energy Information Administration, August 17, 2012). 
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EQUALIZING THE REGULATORY PLAYING FIELD 

Finally, a national-level carbon allowance market in the US will not easily flourish 

if federal subsidies and tax incentives are unequally favoring certain generation sectors.  In 

recent years past, an argument could have been made that renewables enjoyed unfair 

subsidies with Investment and Production Tax Credits.50  However, these credits have been 

ramped down and in some instances completely removed, while traditional oil and gas 

producers continue to enjoy a tax-advantaged Master Limited Partnership status granted 

them in 1987.  Master Limited Partnerships (MLPs) are “corporations” for whom no entity-

level taxes are incurred. The legal basis for the formation of MLPs rests in the Tax Reform 

Act of 1986 from the Reagan Administration, which allowed corporations with income 

derived from energy exploration and transportation to be treated as limited partnerships.51    

In 2015, the bipartisan MLP Parity Act was introduced in Congress to afford renewable 

energy companies those same benefits, although it did not move forward.52  Clearly, the 

issue of fair competition in the energy generation sector has support by both ends of the 

political spectrum, even if it did ultimately translate into policy.  To promote fair 

competition in the energy generation sector and minimize the appearance of federal 

cronyism, it must be that either the MLP advantage be removed from oil and gas producers, 

or the advantage extended to all competitive energy producers, including renewable 

generators.  Although the MLP tax crediting scheme has been successfully challenged and 

remanded by the DC Circuit in United Airlines v FERC, 53  it stands that the MLP 

designation is well established in the Internal Revenue Code and is evinced by Congress 

                                                      
50 Solar Investment Tax Credit (ITC) (Solar Energy Industries Association, 2017). 
51 26 USC § 7704 (d)(1)(E). 
52 Master Limited Partnership Parity Act, S. 1656, 114 Cong. (2015). 
53 United Airlines v FERC, No 11-1479 (DC Cir July 1, 2016). 
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for energy partnerships to have certain tax advantages over traditional corporations.  

Therefore, an extension of the MLP status to renewable energy producers is more likely to 

produce a fairer market outcome by allowing these companies the same tax advantages 

enjoyed for decades by the oil and gas industries. Allowing renewable energy companies 

to form MLPs will incentivize the renewables market, as these companies would have a 

tax incentive to engage in innovative research and development of renewable energy 

integration.  Similarly, if renewable energy-related income qualifies an oil and gas 

corporation for MLP status, then it may be possible that this oil and gas corporation would 

redirect its efforts toward renewable generation, furthering America’s efforts toward 

carbon reductions and energy independence.  The positive and self-reinforcing effects of 

an equal and transparent playing field will lead to reduced emissions through market 

competition and technological innovation, and will organically drive down carbon 

allowance prices in a US carbon market scheme.  

 

CONCLUSION 

It is an incontrovertible fact that the man-made carbon emissions are an important 

driver of climate change.  It is also an incontrovertible and readily emergent fact that 

increasing climate change is causing negative effects throughout the world, and that 

although the advanced infrastructure in the US may be insulated to some of the more severe 

climactic events in the near term, there are major economic, defensive, and strategic risks 

for the US should it ignore these drivers of climate change.  As has been demonstrated time 

and again with wicked problems of the past, market-based solutions are often more fair, 

efficient, and cost-effective than command-and-control regulations, and this paper 
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proposes that a carbon market scheme can best induce emissions reductions in an 

environment of regulatory gridlock and political volatility.  After examining other market-

based carbon or pollutant reductions schemes, such as the US SO2 Cap-and-Trade (Acid 

Rain Program), the European Union Emissions Trading Scheme, the Regional Greenhouse 

Gas Initiative, and the California-Quebec Cap-and-Trade, this paper concludes that a 

carbon market primarily modeled after the EU ETS, with elements from other programs, 

may best help the United States achieve its emissions reductions goals and continue to be 

at the forefront of technological and energy innovation. 
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